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Abstract: This paper aims to explore the constructs of learner autonomy and teacher au-tonomy in the context of classroom-based and out-of-classroom autonomous learning. Thekey factor in the development of autonomy is the opportunity for learners to make decisionsabout their learning within a collaborative and supportive environment. In de ining learnerautonomy and related terms, the paper highlights the importance of motivation in developinga learner’s capacity to be autonomous in the process of language learning.
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Introduction: Autonomy as a Multidimensional ConceptThe development of autonomous language learning re lects a shift from teacher-centredness to learner-centredness. Learner autonomy and autonomous learningpractices have emerged as responses to the challenges of the twenty- irst centuryeducational environment in relation to teaching and learning theories, learningstyles and strategies, and approaches that can satisfy the needs of the job market.The development of learner autonomy depends on the responsible reliance onthe teacher who provides the learners with learning opportunities and learningtasks and guides the use of such opportunities and tasks. Autonomous learnersare expected to reproduce these opportunities and tasks outside the classroom inan autonomous manner.From the socio-linguistics perspective, the shift equally implies a change in learn-ers’ pro ile from receptiveness and passivity as individual learners to activenessand productivity as learners interacting in a social context. The learner has movedonto the centre of the teaching and learning context. Benson (2011) notes thatautonomous language learning focuses on the active roles that learners play in thelearning process and the learners’ deep-seated drive towards self-actualisation.Dickinson (1995) highlights that autonomous learning is always associated withgreater recognised meaningfulness, personal utilisation, emotional contributionand a greater probability of internalisation. Allwright (1988) associates learnerautonomy with a revolutionary restructuring of language pedagogy that involvesthe abandonment of the traditional classroom and the introduction of new waysof learning and teaching. Allwright (1988) believes that autonomy is both abilityand willingness, but also action towards responsibility.
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Holec (1981) de ines autonomy as a learner’s ability to take responsibility for allaspects of learning. The autonomous learner is capable of determining the objec-tives, de ining the contents and advancements, choosing methods and techniquesto be applied, monitoring the process of acquisition, and evaluating what has beenattained. David Little (1995) de ines autonomy as a capacity for disengagement,critical re lection, decision-making, and independent action. The capacity for au-tonomy is exhibited both in the way the learner learns and the way he transferswhat has been learned to wider contexts. Dickinson (1987) claims that autonomyis a situation in which the learner is totally responsible for all the decisions as-sociated with his learning and the implementation of those decisions. Dam et al.(1990) highlight the social aspect of autonomy and perceive it as a capacity andenthusiasm to function individually and in collaboration with others as a sociallyaccountable learner.Benson (2011) offers a multidimensional concept of autonomy, i. e. the naturedimension of autonomy, the sociability dimension of autonomy, and the teachabil-ity dimension of autonomy. The nature dimension of autonomy includes capacityand situational freedom. Benson (2001) notes that the capacity aspect refers toa set of metacognitive and cognitive abilities associated with the management ofthe learning process. These competencies also include learners’ attitudinal abil-ity to take responsibility for their own learning and the attribute value to theirparticipation, and learners’ social-interactive ability to accentuate and exchangetheir views with others. Benson (2011) argues that the situational freedom aspectrefers to freedom to have control over one’s learning and stresses the importanceof structure in creating conditions that help teachers to abandon their control,offer the learner access to an environment that provides a range of options, andempowers learners to negotiate and shape the direction of their learning. Theresources generated by the environment, and the social and discursive character-istics of the environment may determine the level of autonomy that the environ-ment provides and hence may have an impact on the degree of autonomy that theindividual establishes.The sociability dimension of autonomy refers to independence and interperson-ality. Deci and Ryan (1985) claim that social connections and relationships sup-port learner autonomy. Little (1995) notes that collaboration is signi icant to theemergence of autonomy since the capacity for re lection and analysis depends onthe development of a capacity to participate entirely and critically in social inter-actions. Bandura (1997) denotes that the development of learners’ sense of self-ef icacy through constant re lective practices, conscious learning from observingothers is essentially necessary to the retention of autonomous learning.The teachability dimension of autonomy relates to the aspects of natural propen-sity and development. Benson (2011) claims that autonomy is not only teachable,
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but it needs to be consciously supported, fostered, and maintained. The develop-ment of long-term dispositional autonomy needs to be prioritised over scatteredoccurrent autonomy that integrates both the curriculum set-up and interventionarrangements and takes account of the psychological, social, political, and tech-nical perspectives of autonomy in order to maintain learners’ natural tendencytowards controlling their own learning.Benson (2011) claims that the autonomous learner takes control of his own learn-ing only if he wishes and if he is allowed to do so by the material, social andpsychological restraints to which he is subjected to. He argues that a competentdepiction of autonomy in language learning should acknowledge the importanceof three dimensions at which learner control may be exercised, i. e. learning man-agement, cognitive processes, and learning content. These three dimensions ofcontrol are apparently interchangeable.Developing autonomy requires encouraging learners to take more and more deci-sions about their learning. Nunan (1995) proposed a ive-level scale of learner au-tonomy, with learner awareness at the lowest level and moving through involve-ment, intervention and creation and then towards transcendence at the highestlevel. Awareness raising refers to a process in which learners become aware ofthe learning goals and content as well as their preferred learning styles. Involve-ment refers to the choices learners make from a range of options offered. Inter-vention involves the modi ication of goals, content, and tasks. Creation engageslearners in the process of setting forth their own goals and creating their owntasks. Transcendence is perceived as the moment when learners go beyond theformal educational institutions and take charge of their own learning.The role of a resourceful and ingenious teacher should not be neglected since heprovides learners with examples to help them make competent choices related tocontent. Nakata argues (2011) that teachers need to pay attention to three dimen-sions to promote learner autonomy: behaviour readiness to ensure that teachersare able to utilise strategies to enhance the development of learner autonomy;situational readiness to ensure that teachers can apply the most adequate strate-gies for speci ic groups of learners; and psychological readiness to ensure thatteachers are devoted to promoting learner autonomy and embracing the relevantstrategies. Teachers’ engagement in curriculum construction and development en-courages their inherent desires to affect the environments in which they work.Teacher autonomy can be de ined as a recurrent process of investigation into howteaching can best enhance autonomous learning for learners.
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Autonomous Forms of Learner MotivationThe development of learner autonomy and engagement in language learning activ-ities are in luenced by factors that include the acquisition of reasons for learning,the learner’s concept of the self, need for application of knowledge to real-lifesituations, and the inherent desire to learn. Motivation is the impulse that underthe right circumstances translates into an effort to learn. Autonomous learnersare internally motivated to be re lective, resourceful, and effective as they strive toaccomplish worthwhile endeavours when working individually or with others, andeven when challenges occur, they endure. Deci and Ryan (2000) have identi iedthe need for autonomy, the need for competence, and the need for relatednessas universal, fundamental, and broad ranging in their in luencing on goal-orientedpursuits. If those needs are satis ied, learners’ motivation will be autonomous, andtheir pursuit will be well adjusted to their sense of self and will re lect what theyperceive as important. If not, their motivation will be more controlled, and theirpursuit will be less self-determined.Deci and Ryan (2000) de ine intrinsically motivated language learning as per-formed out of interest and requiring no external pushes, promises, or threats.Teachers need to socialise and instruct learners in ways that promote self-determined learning initiatives and thus contribute to intrinsically motivatedlearning. Deci and Ryan (2000) highlight three factors that promote self-determination in a language classroom: providing learners with meaningful ratio-nales that will allow them to comprehend the purpose and personal importanceof each learning activity; acknowledging learners’ feelings when it is necessaryto request them to carry out something they do not want to do; managing theclassroom and instructing learners applying a style that accentuates choice ratherthan control.Van Lier (1996) notes that motivational factors intrinsic to the language learn-ing process such as enjoyment, sense of challenge, skill development, and thoseextrinsic to the learning process such as personal goals and endeavours are bestperceived as working in harmony with one another in the good language learner.What appears to be essentially important is not whether these motivational fac-tors are intrinsic or extrinsic to the learning process, but whether they are in-ternalised and self-determined, thus originating from within the learner, or ex-ternally enforced and governed by teachers, peers, curricula, educational and so-cietal expectations. Externally governed motivation can have short-term advan-tages only, the substantial aspiration is to cultivate learner’s own motivation fromwithin.For motivation to be bolstered through the progressions of the language learningprocess, learners need to develop particular skills and strategies to keep them-
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selves on track. These might include setting themselves detailed short-term tar-gets, engaging in positive self-talk, motivating themselves with incentives, and or-ganising their time productively to cope with manifold tasks and requirements.These strategies include self-motivating strategies (Dörnyei, 2001), affective learn-ing strategies (Oxford, 1990), ef icacy management (Wolters, 2003), effective mo-tivational thinking (Ushioda, 1996), anxiety management (Horwitz, 2001), andmotivational self-regulation (Ushioda, 2003).Dörnyei (2001) de ines motivational strategies as techniques that support thelearner’s goal-oriented behaviour. Motivational strategies refer to those motiva-tional in luences that are consciously wielded to attain some standardised andpersisting af irmative effect. The process-oriented model of motivational strategiesin the language classroom include: creating the basic motivational conditions (ad-equate teacher behaviours, a congenial and responsive atmosphere, a relentlesslearner group with applicable group norms); provoking initial motivation (glori-fying the learners’ language-leaning values and attitudes, increasing the learners’expectancy of success, enhancing the learners’ goal-orientedness, creating realisticlearner beliefs); maintaining and safeguarding motivation (making learning chal-lenging and inspiring, demonstrating tasks in a motivating way, setting speci iclearner goals, creating learner autonomy); strengthening positive retrospectiveself-evaluation (providing motivational feedback, increasing learner satisfaction,offering incentives).Autonomy-supportive teachers promote intrinsic motivation by understandinglearners’ perspectives, supporting their initiatives, creating opportunities forchoice, being encouraging rather than demanding, and allowing students to workin their own way. They also promote internalisation by encouraging questions,and allowing expression of negative feelings, providing rationales that help learn-ers understand the purpose and value of activities, stimulating interest, and sup-porting con idence. Autonomy supportive teachers offer their learners choices ofalternative tasks in pursuing alternative ways to meet requirements. One way tobuild choice opportunities for learners is to set up learning centres where learnercan work individually or in cooperation with peers on a variety of projects.Learners tend to enjoy and become captivated in activities that are well adjustedto their prevailing levels of knowledge and skills and thus guarantee excellentchallenges that allow them to develop their competence. Teachers need to makesure that learning activities are well matched to the learners’ levels of knowledgeand skills. Learners get motivated if they are offered opportunities to make spir-ited responses and get immediate feedback. In a classroom that features a positiveinterpersonal climate and norms of collaboration, learners are likely to experienceenhanced intrinsic motivation when they participate in learning activities that al-low them to interact with their classmates.
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Affective and Cognitive, and Metacognitive Domains of AutonomyAutonomy is associated with the development of affective, cognitive and metacog-nitive domains, i. e. with shaping attitudes, skills, and inspiring collaborative formsof work. Affective factors exhibit substantial in luence on cognition and on be-haviour. Camilleri (2000) claims that these affective factors include the will tolearn, the desire to take initiatives, and a supportive disposition to change andinnovation. The learners’ motivation to take on responsibility for their learningas well as self-con idence, the comprehension of the value of one’s own work,and intrinsic motivation, teacher-student rapport, classroom atmosphere, and con-structive approach to error are fundamental means to attain learner autonomy.Cognitive factors to be developed by an autonomous learner are re lected in theirskills and activities and involve being capable of identifying what has been taught,draw up their own learning objectives, choose strategies that work for them, im-plement them in their learning and engage in self-assessment. Dam (1995) notesthat cognitive factors include a series of steps such as sharing information aboutthe objectives, helping learners implement their plans, encouraging cooperation,choosing attention-catching activities, delegating tasks and decisions, promotingthem to appraise their own contribution to their learning. The cognitive processis divided into three phases, i. e. awareness raising, changing attitudes, and trans-ferring roles. This is often achieved through the Portfolio or other forms of en-couraging learner re lection.Cof ield et al. (2004) claim that autonomy is a series of conscious choices thelearners make, which necessarily require their awareness of metacognition, ac-centuating the importance of developing the skills that allow them to consciouslytake initiatives in their own learning process. This can only be acquired if learnersare made aware of which strategies they need and are suitably trained to usethem for different tasks and guided to evaluate their suitability and ef iciency.Metacognitive strategies are expected to enable students to set goals and developadequate awareness of the psychological processes that shape their perception ofautonomy.Benson (2011) claims that control over one’s own learning refers to control overlearning management, cognitive processing, and learning content. Control overlearning management is described in terms of behaviours involved in the plan-ning, organisation, and evaluation of learning. Behaviours involved in autonomouslanguage learning are associated with learning strategies that are de ined as learn-ing processes which are consciously selected by the learner (Cohen, 1998).O’Malley and Chamot (1990) proposed a model of three major learning strategies:cognitive, metacognitive, and affective. Cognitive strategies are operations carriedout directly on the material to be learnt. They include managing the material to
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be learnt mentally or physically. Metacognitive strategies make use of knowledgeof cognitive processes to regulate the learning process. They include planning forlearning, monitoring one’s own comprehension and production, and evaluatinghow well one has obtained a learning objective. Affective strategies involve theways in which learners interact with others and control themselves in order tosupport their learning.
Classroom-based Approaches to Language Learner AutonomyIt is assumed that the key factor in the development of autonomy is the opportu-nity for learners to make decisions about their learning within collaborative andsupportive environments. Allwright (1988) claims that autonomy is fostered whenteachers examine the decisions that they normally regard as their prerogative andconsider whether the learner should also be involved in taking decisions con-cerning the planning of classroom activities and the appraisal of their outcomes.Learner control over planning has been linked to differentiation in teaching andlearning.The ultimate goal of education is to encourage learner autonomy, to prepareand skill individuals for lifelong learning. That is why, the processes inside theclassroom must inevitably be contributive to developing self-awareness and skillson an individual basis which will encourage autonomous learning. The provisionof relevant learning experiences (teacher responsibility) and engaging in them(learner responsibility), driven by a shared understanding of learner as individual(teacher awareness) and self as learner (learner awareness) lead to a collaborativerelationship between learner autonomy and differentiated learning. The essentialprinciple here is that granting students a measure of choice in the activities theyengage in can be an ef icient way to provide learners in large language classeswith adequate learning experiences.The evaluation of classroom learning includes re lection on goals, learning activ-ities, and appropriate assessment criteria. Oscarson (1989) identi ies four mainbene its of formal self-assessment for autonomous learners. First, it trains learn-ers to assess the ef iciency of their communication. Second, it raises learners’awareness of the learning process and encourages them to evaluate course con-tent and assessment critically. Third, it promotes their knowledge of the variety ofpossible goals in language learning. Fourth, it broadens the range of assessmentcriteria to involve areas in which learners have exceptional competences. Self-assessment bolsters learners’ motivation. A plethora of tools have been devisedfor self-assessment including self-marked tests, progress cards, self-rating scales,and portfolios. From the perspective of autonomy, it seems especially importantthat self-assessment tools do not simply focus on pro iciency or ability, but also
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encourage formative self-monitoring and a cyclical approach to the re-evaluationof goals and plans.Classroom-based approaches aim to cherish autonomy by involving learners indecision-making processes in relation to the day-to-day management of theirlearning. This capacity is developed more effectively within the classroom, wherelearners are more readily able to cooperate with other learners and search forthe support of teachers. Flexibility in the guidelines for the implementation ofa curriculum often creates spaces in which individual teachers can allow learnersa degree of control over aspects of their classroom learning. If lexibility is lackingin the curriculum itself, the degree of autonomy developed by the leaners will beaccordingly constrained.
Out-of-Classroom Autonomous Language LearningLanguage learners perceive out-of-class learning as essential to successful lan-guage learning and tend to regard in-class and out-of-class learning as servingdifferent yet complementary functions. Out-of-class learning provides greater lan-guage input for autonomous learners, but in-class-learning is particularly indis-pensable in serving the metalinguistic function of output and contributes greatlyto the development of productive skills such as writing and speaking.Bailly (2011) lists three imperative components for autonomous language learn-ing beyond the classroom necessary for success in learner autonomy develop-ment: motivation, learning resources, and learning skills. Learners’ out-of-classengagement with technological resources for learning is subject to their will, inter-est, and motivation, their perception of the affordances of technological resourcesand interrelated activities, and their ability to make ef icient use of the resources.To promote autonomous language learning with technology, Reinders (2010) hasdeveloped a pedagogical framework and expanded the focus beyond the perfor-mance of a speci ic cognitive task. This framework starts by identifying a learnerneed, then continues by setting goals and planning learning, selecting relevant re-sources and learning strategies, practising the strategies in speci ic tasks, monitor-ing the implementation of the strategies, practising the strategies in speci ic tasks,monitoring the implementation of strategies through teacher and peer feedback,and ends with assessment and revision. The framework highlights the engagementof learners in continual re lection throughout the entire cycle, in pairs or groupwork and sharing sessions so that students can equip one another with the cog-nitive and affective encouragement required in order to engage successfully in theautonomy development process.To bolster learners’ determination and capacity to engage in autonomous languagelearning outside the classroom, it is necessary to help them perceive the con-
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nection between in-class learning and out-of-class learning. Teachers play an im-portant role in helping learners bridge in-class-learning and out-of-class learningexperiences. Teachers are expected to align the nature of the course aims, curricu-lum, and academic work with the assignments that involve learners in applyingwhat they have acquired in class in other aspects of life to enhance out-of-classlearning. It is recommended to explain to learners the parts of the curriculumthat link to out-of-class learning to help students identify the links between whatthey do inside the classroom and what they do outside the classroom. Teachersshould exert their appreciation of learner-prepared materials and use the lan-guage samples that learners have prepared and gathered from outside the class.The diversity of in-class topics, activities, and resources should enrich the out-of-class repertoire of learners.The design and selection of autonomous learning materials and tools need to takeinto consideration not only the quality of the materials in terms of their languagepotential but also the affordances and constraints of autonomous learning andlearning beyond the classroom. Tomlinson (2010) highlights the following keycharacteristics of quality language-learning materials: diversity of language ex-posure and use; authenticity of language exposure and use; potential for affec-tive and cognitive engagement; mechanisms for inducing noticing; and providingbroader learning bene its beyond language gains.Tomlinson (2010) argues that autonomous language learning materials should in-volve a wide spectrum of text types and genres in relation to topics, themes, andcontexts. Technology supports four principal dimensions of learner experience:collaboration, publication, new modes of representation and expression throughdigital artefacts, and inquiry. Laurillard (2002) highlights the multifaceted use ofnew media forms in engaging learners in learning with technological resources:narrative media or non-interactive materials; interactive media or multimedia re-sources; adaptive media or computer-based media; communicative media; andproductive media.Modern utilisation of authenticity in language learning is concerned with the au-thenticity of the text or the origin of the material; the authenticity of the taskor the re lection of the real use of language and activities in a target society. Heclaims that there is a need for an expanded view of authenticity. There is a need togo beyond the restricted focus of the authenticity of artefacts, texts, and learningmaterials to consider learners’ perceptions of authenticity when engaging with thelanguage. He asked for authentic materials associated with creation, innovation,and discovery, and the opportunities for personal expression and creativity.Mechanisms for inducing noticing refer to the presentation of inputs in ways thatenhance the importance of linguistic features and by engaging learners in variousexperiential and discovery activities. Textual enhancement, input lood, audio in-
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put enhancement can enhance learners’ noticing of linguistic materials. To arouselearners’ affective and cognitive engagement in the learning experience, Tomlin-son (2010) suggested the following strategies: creating and choosing tasks suchas disputable texts or engaging learners with problem-solving tasks that couldevoke learners’ emotional responses and cognitive investment; engaging learnersin thinking and feeling before, during, and after engaging with the resources; andgiving learners directions that they could take using the materials and activitiesthey choose from a pool of materials.
ConclusionThe development of autonomous learning refers irst to supporting the processesassociated with the development of the learners’ cognitive and metacognitiveskills so that they can make the transition towards becoming autonomous learn-ers. Secondly, the development of autonomous learning refers to the provision ofteacher education programmes to prepare teachers to understand the complexi-ties of autonomous learning, so that they might be better placed to support theirlearners in their efforts to achieve autonomous learning as opposed to purely in-dependent learning. Learner autonomy is an achievement, attained interrelation-ally between the learner and the teacher.Autonomous learners are independent, self-directed, knowledgeable, have a pos-itive self-esteem and self-concept, and are accepting of others. They are pas-sionate about learning. They require effective learning which provides room forpre-thinking, participation, experimentation, and re lection. Autonomous learnersneed passionate teachers who are committed to ind resources that will transformthe learning process. They have a choice-driven intrinsic motivation and need tobe involved in the planning and assessment of their learning. Their learning needsto relate to real problems, tasks, and challenges.Lancaster (2019) notes that the effectiveness of autonomous learning is main-tained by an inspiring multimedia environment that supports continual engage-ment through collaborative learning. Collaborative learning relates learning tospeci ic personal performance needs, supports self-direction, and choice in whoto connect with. The learning platform backs learners to stay agile and successfulby helping them learn what they need to know to succeed and thrive. It quicklyconnects learners to the skills, learning opportunities and expertise. It brings to-gether formal and informal learning. Every learner inds personalised develop-ment opportunities on the platform, which is intuitive and visually appealing. Itis a cognitive learning platform that is the cornerstone of enabling autonomouslearning. It puts learners in charge of their learning. It is full of brilliant topics,comprehensive, and re lective contents. Everything is well organised. Easily navi-
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gated and crystal clear, a great variety of skillful trainings. It maintains an easy totrack process.Autonomous learners need digital skills and that is why, digital competence isalso a priority in the learning process. They need to develop skills in time man-agement, goal setting, information gathering, resourcing and self-evaluation. Theyrequire coaching to cultivate their ability to learn, monitor progress, and ensuresuccess. Lancaster (2019) points out that coaching supports and highlights valuesthat motivate individuals to be more self-directed in their own learning. Coachingaims to prompt autonomy and competence. It differs from mentoring and con-sulting, because learners coached already have the answers within them and thecoach poses powerful questions to generate those answers by developing newlevels of awareness in learners.Learner motivation is greatly associated with the positive perception of learning.Learning should be perceived by autonomous learners as a refreshing and con-structive experience that generates self-ef icacy. Learning should be competency-based, i. e. all applicable knowledge, skills, and attributes must be linked to essen-tial real-life challenges. The behavioural aspects of a learner’s learning processinclude seeking feedback, using critical thinking processes, engaging in criticalinquiry, vigorously collaborating with and learning from others. Such behavioursinspire high-engagement in learning. Motivation is personal, and learning is at-tained through daily learning interactions, which is then shared and embedded inclassroom-related learning.Assessment for learning as a unique type of feedback for autonomous learnersgenerates motivation and triggers further autonomous learning. Such feedback ac-knowledges teachers as rational, modern, and well-informed professional decisionmakers and provides them essential information to alter the teaching and learningactivities. Through formative feedback the learner is assisted to shape and directthe next phase of learning. Thus, the learner is given signals to review his learningand move forward.Learning is development. The nature and intensity of change entail new chal-lenges for learning. Learners operate in increasingly competitive scenarios thatrequire improved performance, and innovation. There is an urgent need to de inea new vision of learning for autonomous learners. That vision involves the cre-ation of a new learning philosophy that rede ines the design, facilitation and de-livery of autonomous learning. Such learning must highlight unique learner needsand increase motivation and learning ef iciency.
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